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OVERVIEW
Founded in 1945, London Drugs is a privately-owned
chain of retail stores with a primary focus on
pharmaceuticals, electronics, housewares, cosmetics,
and carries a limited selection of grocery items.
It is headquartered in Richmond, BC with locations
spanning four Canadian provinces: British Columbia,
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba.

INCREASED
TR A N S PA R E N CY

Each store has a dedicated internal recycling area
where cardboard, plastic wrap, bubble wrap, metals,
plastics, and containers from store operations are
collected in master bins for pickup and return to
the warehouse, where they are separated and
sent for recycling.

ENHANCED
DATA A N A LYS I S

SAV E S TI M E
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The Challenge
London Drugs started out by tracking its waste
diversion using Excel spreadsheets. It relied heavily
on recycling partners and waste haulers to provide
information about the materials that were picked up
and their respective weights. While this strategy was
a good starting point to monitor the company’s overall
diversion performance, it was limited to analyzing
aggregated data without any detailed information
about what was happening at the ground level.

London Drugs needed
greater insight into the
diversion performance
at each of the individual
store locations.

London Drugs needed greater insight into the
diversion performance at each of the individual store
locations. Without store-level data, London Drugs
was unable to make informed decisions towards
improving store-level diversion rates which naturally
affected its company-wide performance.
In 2008, London Drugs launched its award-winning
“What’s the Green Deal?” sustainability program
and announced its goal to divert 95% of its waste
from landfills by 2015. Achieving this goal meant that
London Drugs needed to have a good understanding
of what was happening at the ground level so it could
identify opportunities for improvement.
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The Solution
Maury McCausland, Sustainability Specialist for
London Drugs, first learned about Re-TRAC Connecttm
while attending the Recycling Council of British
Columbia’s annual conference. After attending
a presentation about waste diversion software, he
was convinced that Re-TRAC was the solution to his
data tracking challenge. In early 2015, London Drugs
adopted Tracker as its waste diversion tracking
system. Within a week of the first training session,
all 78 stores and its two service providers were
tracking data in Re-TRAC Connect.

Generate reports to see
exactly what materials
are being recycled
at each store and
how that contributes
to their overall
sustainability goals.

Maury established a set of best practices and
sparked healthy internal competition between stores
to encourage continuous improvement. Re-TRAC
also provided them with comprehensive reporting
capabilities to analyze the data.
Now Maury can generate reports to see exactly what
materials are being recycled at each store and how
that contributes to their overall sustainability goals.
He can compare performance across all store
locations, measure monthly and annual trends, and
monitor the company’s progress towards achieving
a 95% diversion rate.
The store receivers were also excited to adopt
Re-TRAC Connect because data entry became much
easier using Tracker’s material tracking forms. Each
store can generate reports to monitor their diversion
to keep on pace with the rest of the team.
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The Results
Tracker helped London Drugs discover that they
were not fully capturing all of their diversion
activities. For example, Maury learned that the
company’s food donations and new electronics
recycling program were not captured using their
former tracking system. This discovery added
nearly three percent to their diversion rate.
Maury now has the insight he needs to effectively
manage London Drugs’ sustainability programs.
He has quick access to each store’s recycling
performance and the company’s current diversion
rate. Furthermore, he has the tools he needs to
showcase London Drugs’ commitment to achieving
zero waste by 2015.

Each store can generate
reports to monitor its
diversion performance,
empowering them to make
informed decisions towards
improving their store’s
diversion rate.

What’s more, it gives him an easy way to share the
results with customers and explain how it was
accomplished. Each store receiver can generate reports
to monitor its diversion performance, empowering
them to make informed decisions towards improving
their store’s diversion rate. Internal competition
further drives each store receiver to try to outperform one another.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT LONDON DRUGS:
www.londondrugs.com/
1-888-991-2299

“Using Tracker, we can see what
each store is contributing to the waste
prevention system and measure how
much they are diverting from landfills.”
- Maury McCausland, Retail Operations Sustainability Specialist
Green Deal Sustainability Programs | LONDON DRUGS
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